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A model displays an outfit of Spanish designer Ana Locking Spring/Summer 2019 collection during the Madrid’s Mercedes Benz Fashion Week. — AFP

Lifestyle

Photo provided by Sevgi Unay shows a page in a hand-
bound book of student reflections to thank a teacher in
New York. — AP photos

Photo provided by Sevgi Unay shows a Teacher Appreciation
Box in New York, filled with notes from students, as well as
memories and experiences created together, such as the
Chick Hatching Project, shown on the front of box. 

Did ancient
Romans whale the
Mediterranean?

Ancient Roman hunters may have precipitat-
ed the disappearance of grey and right
whales from the Mediterranean, a study
said yesterday, suggesting commercial

whaling is much older than we thought. Bones
belonging to the two species were uncovered around
the Strait of Gibraltar south of Spain, where they
were never thought to have existed at all, a research
team reported. The finding suggests right and grey
whales were “common” in the North Atlantic 2,000
years ago, likely navigating the strait to calve in the
temperate Mediterranean Sea.

“The evidence that these two... species were
present along the shores of the Roman Empire raises
the hypothesis that they may have formed the basis
of a forgotten whaling industry,” researchers wrote
in the journal Proceedings of the Royal Society B.
The Basques of northern Spain and southwestern
France who lived about 1,000 years ago, are widely
considered as being the first large-scale whalers. But
the latest discovery of bones, identified as belonging
to right and grey whales through DNA analysis,
appear to challenge that timeline. The bones were
found among the remains of ancient Roman fish salt-
ing plants.

A forgotten Roman industry? 
“The Romans may have hunted these two species

in the same way the Basques did about 1,000 years
later, by approaching the whales (which tend to keep
to the coast) with small row boats, harpooning them,
then finishing them off with spears and hauling them
to land,” study co-author Ana Rodrigues of France’s
CNRS research institute told AFP. Right whales were
wiped out in eastern half of the North Atlantic by
commercial whaling, the researchers said, while grey
whales disappeared from the entire North Atlantic in
“still-mysterious circumstances”. Today, there are
only about 500 North Atlantic right whales left-in
the western part near the American coast-less than
six percent of the estimated original population. The
grey whale is found only in the North Pacific where
it, too, was heavily whaled. Although the findings do
not prove the existence of a Roman whaling industry,
such an interpretation would explain an earlier find-
ing that the Atlantic grey whale population had
already declined substantially before the onset of
Basque whaling, they said. The results “provide an
ecological basis to the hypothesis of a forgotten
Roman whaling industry,” the team wrote. — AFP

Agreat teacher is a gift that can last a lifetime. So
how to show our thanks? Many teachers say their
favorite gifts are homemade. Presents that speak
to a child’s genuine feelings for the teacher, or

reflect the teacher’s interests, are the most authentic. Time
and thought trump money. Gifts can be from your individ-
ual child, or something a whole class can participate in. Oh,
and don’t forget to also show gratitude to your school’s
security folks, kitchen staff, administration, maintenance
crew ... all the people who make the school tick.

At my kids’ school in New York City, a small group of
parents created a Cookie of the Month initiative. Every
month, a couple of grades are asked to bake a specific type
of cookie, which changes month to month. Parents and kids
can volunteer to bake a batch, and then the cookies are
collected in the cafeteria on a certain day and distributed in
cookie jars and cute containers with signage saying thanks.
The baking responsibility is distributed among all grades
throughout the year, and many parents and kids take the
opportunity to bake together. Some other ideas:

Crafty projects
Older kids can make tote bags with appreciative mes-

sages written in permanent markers, or decorate the class-
room door with notes and artwork as a surprise. Little kids
can create a tote bag with, say, handprints in non-washable
paint; word clouds with words and phrases that the kids
associate with their teacher; thumbprints collected on a
sturdy poster board that can be turned into a bouquet of
balloons or leaves on a tree.

“I loved when my students put together a ‘Thank You’
teacher booklet where all the children completed a page
and the book was bound with a spiral type of binding,”
says Kathleen Casey, who teaches second grade in
Fairlawn, New Jersey. “My favorite all-time gift was an
original superhero comic book starring me as the super-
hero who saves the world by teaching important lessons!”
Pam London, a preschool art teacher in Springfield,
Virginia, said, “One year a family gave me an envelope with
a bunch of Polaroids of their child with her favorite cre-

ations from class. I just loved that.”
It’s simple to have each kid in the class make a card, and

bind them together with a pretty ribbon. Anna Moshura, an
assistant principal at the Brooklyn School of Inquiry in
New York and a former science and kindergarten teacher,
fondly remembers receiving a personalized calendar
adorned with student artwork and class pictures. A good
old-fashioned handwritten note, drawing or other type of
artwork would also make a teacher happy, she says.

Individually inspired items
If you know your teacher loves a particular smoothie or

coffee drink, get a gift card from his or her favorite place.
Keep the amount small if it’s from a single child, but if the

whole class is chipping in, then you can think about larger
purchases, like a certificate for a pottery class or new run-
ning shoes. 

Antonia Fusco, an elementary school reading teacher in
New York City, appreciated receiving “a charm bracelet
with different trinkets, symbolizing my different likes and
interests.” Or consider a ball jar of a teacher’s favorite color
pencil (with a cute label), a baseball cap from her favorite
team or a mug with a funny on-point saying. Add a person-
al note to any store-bought item.

Gifts that last
Name a star for a teacher, adopt a penguin in their name

from the World Wildlife Fund, or give a personalized
leather book cover to the teacher who likes to journal.
“Perennial plants are lovely gifts and help me to remember
my students,” Casey added. “I’ve been gifted tiny rose
bushes over the years that are now enormous!” And there’s
no statute of limitations on saying thanks. 

Jennifer Preuss, a first-grade teacher in Encino,
California, recently received an email from a mom whose
son she had taught five years earlier. The boy was asked
during an interview for middle school which four people he
would most like to have dinner with, and he included his
first-grade teacher. She was delighted to know her teach-
ing had made such a lasting impact.

Homemade food
A prettily wrapped quick bread, a small basket of cook-

ies, jams and other preserves, herbed vinegars, homemade
granola - there are many delicious ways to express appre-
ciation for a teacher. Moshura loves getting baked goods
from students, sometimes with the recipe attached. Finally,
you can always go with the classic shiny red apple (a hand-
picked one is a good call). — AP

Creative ways to thank teachers

Photo provided by Sevgi Unay shows a hand-bound book of
student reflections to thank a teacher in New York. 

Photo provided by Katie Workman shows a jar of homemade
cookies in New Milford, Conn., which was made for the
teachers and staff at a school to show student and family
appreciation.


